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ABSTRACT

Blurring the Gender Lines: Margaret of Anjou's use of Gender as Power in Shakespeare’s
First Tetralogy
By
Blythe Abramowitz

Advisor: Professor Doris Barkin

Queen Margaret of Anjou is a uniquely placed character in Shakespeare’s tetralogy beginning
with I Henry VI. Margaret is the only female character to be featured in and survive all four
plays. From her entrance in I Henry VI, she is a force to be reckoned with; she uses her
femininity as a weapon, and as the Henry VI plays continue, her power grows. Her feminine
prowess is demonstrated in several ways including her use of her beauty as well as her
enchantment of both Suffolk and Henry. She continues to use her femininity to her advantage,
and, as she amasses political power, she rivals her masculine counterparts in the king’s court,
endangering the normative masculine political order. Thus, she presents a threat to both her
husband’s allies and his enemies. Margaret’s foray into politics and the battle for the throne of
England showcases her ability to bend gender as she embraces the masculine, partaking in
violence attributed to men. Throughout the Henry VI plays, she embraces the masculine
characteristics that are associated with power. Her foes, note this, calling her “unnatural”.
Margaret uses her ability to blur gender lines as a power throughout these plays. When Margaret
eventually falls, and is then stripped of her power, she reverts to the feminine, using the power of
oaths and curses to harm her enemies. In the final play of the tetralogy, Richard III, Margaret is
at her most feminine; Margaret’s lack of power and status in the final play puts her in a position
where the effeminate act of cursing is the only effective means of harm she can use to inflict pain
upon her enemies. Margaret, throughout the plays, is unique as a female monarch in her use of
gender bending as a strategy to survive and outlive those who have crossed her.
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Queen Margaret of Anjou is a uniquely placed character in Shakespeare’s first tetralogy.
Margaret is the only female character to be featured in and survive all four plays: I Henry VI, II
Henry VI, III Henry VI and Richard III. She is highly villainized, dubbed the “she-wolf of
France” by York, and if not hated, feared by those around her. From her entrance in I Henry VI,
she is a force to be reckoned with; she uses her femininity as a weapon, and as the Henry VI
plays continue, her power grows. Shakespeare demonstrates her feminine prowess in several
ways including Margaret’s beauty and womanly wisdom, as well as her “bewitching” of both
Suffolk and Henry. She continues to use her femininity to her advantage, and, as she amasses
political power, she rivals her masculine counterparts in the court, endangering the normative
masculine political order, thereby the patriarchy. Thus, she presents a threat to both her
husband’s allies and his enemies.
Margaret’s foray into politics and the battle for the throne of England shows her refusal
to conform to gender norms; throughout the Henry VI plays, she embraces the masculine
characteristics that are associated with power; those around her, especially her foes, note this,
calling her “unnatural”. She continues to utilize the gendered ideas of masculinity, making
effeminate the men she defeats through their losses and deaths. When Margaret eventually falls,
and she is shown without power, Margaret reverts to femininity, using the power of language and
curses to harm her enemies as the masculine actions of battle have failed her cause.
In Richard III, although stripped of the feminine titles of “queen”, “wife” and “mother”,
Margaret is at her most feminine, as her lack of power puts her into a position where language is
her only weapon; the effeminate act of cursing is the only effective means of harm she can use to
inflict pain upon her enemies. Traditionally, a man would have played the role of Margaret,
heightening her masculine qualities, and making her feminine qualities more exaggerated as the
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player endeavored to emulate a woman. The audience would have had to suspend its disbelief in
order to accept the performance of Margaret’s character. This adds another layer to the gender
bending quality of Margaret’s character, and the importance that gender played in the
presentation of her progression throughout the four plays. Margaret, throughout the plays, is
unique as a female monarch in her use of gender bending as a strategy to survive and outlive
those who have crossed her.
Before exploring Shakespeare’s treatment of Margaret and the labels of masculine and
feminine thrust upon her by the characters in these plays, it is important to examine how
Shakespeare’s Margaret came to be by looking at Margaret of Anjou through the lens of history.
Many historians have labeled Margaret with gendered ideas of power in order to discredit her
and to villainize her role during the War of the Roses. Current historical records of Queen
Margaret depict her as a queen whose main goals were the survival of herself, her family, and the
Lancastrian Dynasty. However, the historical records of Shakespeare’s day were saturated with
Yorkist propaganda, influencing Shakespeare and allowing him to create a play in which
Margaret is a power-hungry and cruel villain, willing to do anything, including inhabit the roles
that, according to traditional gender roles, men, not women, should play to retain control of the
throne. Imogene Dudley notes that “Margaret has been harshly treated by both early modern and
modern historians; her reputation has suffered due to her association with Henry, a failed
monarch, and the propaganda produced during a decade of civil strife and the change of dynasty
from Lancaster to York in 1461” (Dudley 200).
In historical accounts of Margaret, it is noted that she was not greatly liked by the English
people and the aristocracy. It was widely believed that her marriage to Henry was a mistake
(Hall 213); she was a poor princess, the daughter of René, Duke of Anjou, and King of Naples,
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Sicily and Jerusalem, although her father did not own or have control over almost any of that
land. She was an outsider, and through the years that stigma remained a great part of the Yorkist
agenda against her and the Lancastrian house. Prior to marrying King Henry VI, Margaret was
described as “the most accomplished of her age, both in body and mind” (Hookham 236).
However, after the union and the subsequent issues that followed their marriage, these qualities
of beauty and wit were turned against her in order to “undermine her reputation as a queen and as
a woman” (Lee 193).
Although Margaret married Henry VI in 1445, she rarely appears in chronicles of the
time before 1456, 11 years after the marriage. As a foreigner, Margaret was highly criticized
early on because of her political involvement in pressing the interests of her French relatives to
the King, securing the surrender of Maine and Anjou from England, and the return of them to
France. (Lee 185). Late in 1460, Margaret became the decision maker and subsequent leader of
the Lancastrians simply due to her husband’s mental illness, and later his capture by the
Yorkists. However, in Shakespeare’s plays, this is where Margaret is depicted as a masculine
force within the Lancastrian ranks. Shakespeare gives Margaret more power than her historical
namesake had by showing her as physically leading the Lancastrian army, specifically in III
Henry VI. However, in all accounts of Margaret in regard to the Lancastrian army, there is not
much evidence that Margaret ever actually fought in or led forces into any battles herself (Hicks
161). History tells us that she did not actually lead any armies, and was forced to become a
leader within the Lancastrian ranks because it was a means of survival for herself, her son, and
the Lancastrian dynasty.
Although Shakespeare heightens Margaret’s actions to villainy, he was far from the first
to do so. Authors prior to Shakespeare’s time, like Hall, Grafton, and Holinshed – three popular
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writers of the 1500s—whose works were available to Shakespeare, depict Margaret in a dark
light, mostly based on the Yorkist Propaganda (Lee 199). Shakespeare draws significantly from
Hall’s Chronicle: Containing the History of England, and Hall’s description of Margaret. These
accounts in which Margaret is described in villainous terms focus on her masculine qualities.
These qualities are used as strikes against Margaret which Hall and his contemporaries used to
depict her in a negative light. In one instance, Hall writes:
the Quene his wife, was a woman of a greate witte, and yet of no greater
wittem then of haute stomacke, desirous of glorym and covetous of honor,
and of reason, pollicye, counsaill, and other giftes and talentes of nature
belongyng to a man, full and flowyng: of witte and wilinesse she lacked
nothyng, nor of diligence, studie, and businesse, she was not unexperte: but
yet she had one poynt of a very woman: for often tyme, when she was
vehement and fully bente in a matter, she was sodainly like a
wethercocke, mutable and turnyn...This manly woman, this coragious quene...
determined with her self, to take upon her the rule and regiment, bothe
of the kyng and his kyngdome, & to deprive & evict out of al rule and
aucthoritie [...]
(Hall 208).
Hall applies many “manly” descriptions to Margaret, stripping her of her femininity to create a
narrative that places Margaret in the center of the conflict. This rhetoric allows the blame to be
placed upon Margaret. Shakespeare applies these descriptions of Margaret to her character in the
plays, showing Margaret inhabiting masculine roles within the Lancastrian ranks most
significantly in III Henry VI.
Within Shakespeare’s history plays, filled with both Yorkist propaganda against Margaret
and the anti-York propaganda put out by the Tudor Dynasty, which was needed to solidify their
reign after usurping Richard III, (Lee 208) is material that is significantly different than the work
historians have done in recent years. As Patricia-Ann Lee writes in her article, "Reflections of
Power: Margaret of Anjou and the Dark Side of Queenship", although there are elements of
historical truths in Shakespeare’s depiction of Margaret, the character is laden with bias and
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myths that were already in popular belief. Lee writes, “Hall and Grafton were virtually identical
in their hostile treatment of the Queen […] in regard to the content of their descriptions but also
in language” (208). Hall and Grafton also simplified motivations and relationships between
events, perhaps to create more vivid characters. Margaret was one character to whom they did
this. They depicted her as “even more ambitious, […] more decisively in politics, was more
clearly herself a usurper of power […] and was more ‘masculine’ both as a captain and a
politician” (Lee 208).
Hall describes Margaret’s role in removing Richard, Duke of York, from his position as
Lord Protector saying, “The Quene hauying a wit, more then the common sort of women haue,
and considerying the estate of her husbande, […] thought it necessary, to plucke the sword of
aucthoritie, out of their hands, whiche under colour of rulying under others, desired to be
gouernors and superiors theimselfes” (234). This depiction of Margaret shows her as ambitious
and pursuant of political power. The word “plucke” depicts a violent removal of York from
power, a decisive move in retaining power for the House of Lancaster.
These descriptions of Margaret were the direct influences for Shakespeare’s depiction of
Margaret. In Hall’s work specifically, Margaret’s actions were the primary cause of the War of
the Roses, taking the focus off York and his multiple plots against the king, and focusing on
Margaret and a plot against York. The sequence of events presented in Hall’s Chronicle was the
outline Shakespeare used to create this tetralogy, placing Margaret at the center of the conflict,
and making her the main cause for the War of the Roses. Tudor writers showed a clear hostility
towards Margaret, especially in what she represents as a woman (Lee 208). Hall goes on in his
chronicle to even say that “[…] she whiche had been the occasion of so many battailes, and of so
muche manslaughter in Englande, should neuer returne thether again, to doo more mischief”
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(287). In this, Margaret’s feminine qualities are as much to blame as her abilities to inhabit the
masculine roles that were not meant for her to play. The blame thrust upon Margaret as the cause
of war and death demonstrates the bias against Margaret in these historical accounts of the War
of the Roses and Shakespeare’s subsequently bias-laden portrait of her.
I Henry VI focuses on the state of England after Henry V’s death as well as Joan of Arc’s
involvement with the English during The Hundred Years War. Although titled I Henry VI, Henry
is not a main focus of the play; this play sets up the rest of the tetralogy, especially the ongoing
battle for the throne between the Lancastrians and the Yorkists. Margaret does not appear till late
in the play. In fact, she does not appear till the final act, Act 5. Her appearance in the play serves
dual purposes, and sets up the trajectory for her character, and the fate of the other characters in
the plays that follow. It is interesting to note that Margaret does not enter the play till the final
act, which allows Shakespeare to foreshadow Margaret’s infamous involvement in this history.
Although Margaret is not initially described as a villain, the fact that Joan departs the play at the
moment Margaret enters signifies a passing of the baton, so to speak, as Shakespeare trades one
treacherous Frenchwoman for another.
Margaret’s entrance towards the end of I Henry VI holds great significance to the
development of the play, as well as Margaret’s development as a character. Margaret does not
hold a significant role in I Henry VI. She appears at the end of the play replacing Joan De Pucelle
(Joan of Arc) as an outsider within the English court. As Jennifer McGowan notes, “Margaret in
I Henry 6 is explicitly set up as Joan’s successor, in terms of trouble to the English and,
eventually, martial prowess.” (173). Both women are alien to England, and both threats to the
English throne. In Joan’s case, she is fighting a war against England, intent on the destruction of
the English in her pursuit of victory. However, in her book Showing Like a Queen, Katherine
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Eggert has described both women as “ravishing Frenchwomen […] [both] young, lusty, and
following […] their own wanton appetites” (97). Joan is depicted as a witch throughout the play,
and in her final moments, Joan is portrayed cursing, setting up the events that follow in the next
three histories. As H.W. Herrington notes, “Shakespeare and his collaborators in 1 Henry VI
have often been reviled for degrading the heroic figure of Joan of Arc to a common witch; yet
they were but perpetuating the English national tradition; following, moreover the well-reputed
authority of Holinshed” (473). Joan is given the title of witch, and her subsequent cursing
foreshadow the entrance of Margaret, her successor.
Throughout these plays, it is a distinctly feminine action to curse: female characters use
cursing as a means of power while men only resort to cursing when they have lost all power. For
example, in this first play, Joan uses cursing and witchcraft to aid her in her cause to defeat
England prior to her defeat, while later in III Henry VI, York resorts to cursing only when he has
been defeated and has been stripped of all other power. Additionally, the idea of witches and
witchcraft is inherently female. Between the years 1300-1500, approximately two-thirds of all
accused witches were women (Anderson 171). Sorcery was overwhelmingly the supernatural
power of women. Since women were believed to be inferior to men, and subsequently the
weaker sex, women were more susceptible to temptation, making them prime targets for the
Devil himself. Thus, cursing is a fundamentally female tool. As Jonathan Barry notes in his
introduction to Witchcraft in Early Modem Europe, “[…] cursing was a basically female
prerogative [...] however justifiable a curse might be, the tongue that uttered it was a female
tongue […]. It was around the figure of the tongue (together with images of sexuality, of course)
that the image of female power/powerlessness revolved” (38). Witchcraft and cursing in these
plays are used to add dramatic effect as the outcome of these plays were pre-ordained. Since the
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audience of Shakespeare’s time would have been familiar with the history presented in the
tetralogy, cursing acts as a prophecy, signifying the tragic events to come to those the cursing is
bestowed upon.
It is significant that Margaret enters the play as Joan is brought to the stake to burn; a
trade: one outspoken Frenchwoman for another, but more significant is the fact that as Joan is
defeated and sentenced to death, she curses; just as this occurs, Margaret enters the play, and the
distrust and hatred that was designated for Joan is destined to be thrust upon Margaret. In Act 5,
Scene 3 of the play, as Joan and her army are defeated, Joan uses the power of cursing as an
attempt to help herself in the face of defeat. She calls on the Devil for help saying,
Now help, ye charming spells and periapts,
And ye choice spirits that admonish me
And give me signs of future accidents
You speedy helpers that are substit. Utes
Under the lordly monarch of the North,
Appear and aid me in this enterprise.
(I Henry VI 5.3.2-7)
Joan is asking for the Devil to come and assist her; although fiends appear, they do not help her.
This is significant to the entrance of Margaret as “cursing is an invitation for the Devil to enter”
(McGowan 329), however, the Devil does not enter; instead Margaret and Suffolk do. Joan’s
final words in the play are a curse. As she is being brought to her death, she curses York
pronouncing:
Then lead me hence, with whom I leave my curse:
May never glorious sun reflex his beams
Upon the country where you make abode
But darkness and the gloomy shade of death
Environ you till mischief and despair
Drive you to break your nexts or hang yourselves.
(I Henry VI 5.5.86-91)
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Joan’s curse upon York is seen as prophetic; she mentions the “glorious sun” (I Henry VI 5.5.87)
—a phrase Shakespeare uses throughout the tetralogy to refer to the nobles in the House of
York— referencing York’s sons and the unfortunate fates that will befall them (“darkness and
the gloomy shade of death”). She claims that this “mischief and despair” will continue until York
is disposed of himself. These are the last words before her final departure from the play, and they
coincide with Margaret’s arrival, foreshadowing York’s death at the hands of Margaret, the
second powerful Frenchwoman to infiltrate the English nobility. Margaret becomes Joan’s
successor as the Frenchwoman in these plays and incurs much of the wrath that Joan endured;
she also inherits Joan’s proclivity for cursing, Margaret does not begin cursing until later in the
tetralogy.
As Joan falls further, and further from power, her curses become increasingly powerful
(Bitz 16). This effect repeats itself in Margaret later in the tetralogy. Noting the connection
between the exit of Joan and immediate entrance of Margaret, as well as the traits and
circumstances the two share, is important to the development of Margaret’s character. Joan and
Margaret are both outsiders who threaten the heteronormative society of England’s nobility.
With one final curse, Joan departs, and Shakespeare bequeaths her traits and abilities to
Margaret. Without the departure of Joan, and the curses she hurls upon York and the English as
she is sent to her death, the subsequent progression of Margaret’s character cannot take place.
There needs to be this exchange of “[o]ne dangerous French woman [for] another” (Levin 120)
in order to position Margaret as a treacherous threat to the realm, and to further the plot of these
plays. Joan’s cursing is later transferred to Margaret as the primary female method of asserting
power throughout the play. Although many of the women depicted in the tetralogy curse (and
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many male characters do so as well), Joan and Margaret dominate the use of effective cursing;
their curses are prophetic, signifying what is to come.
Margaret also uses her femininity as a power in itself throughout the tetralogy.
Throughout history, women have wielded their appearance as well as seduction as a power over
males in order to survive and thrive in society. This was especially important within the structure
of nobility as it could lead to destruction as well as resolution. Shakespeare often features these
womanly powers in his plays and the histories are not exempt from this portrayal. In Margaret’s
first appearance in I Henry VI–her interaction with Suffolk— she does not display the feminine
powers of cursing, however she “exerts a bewitching influence [over Suffolk] and becomes a
temptress” (Wagner 75). After Margaret’s exit in Act 5, Scene 4, Suffolk says, “Oh, wert thou
for myself! / But, Suffolk, stay; / […] Solicit Henry with her wondrous praise; / Bethink thee on
her virtues that surmount— / Mad natural graces that extinguish art—/ […] That when thou
com’st to kneel at Henry’s feet, / Thou mayst bereave him of his wits with wonder” (5.4.143151). Suffolk is clearly enthralled with Margaret, so much so that he aims to use his description
of her to disarm Henry of his senses. Suffolk uses Margaret’s feminine powers to seduce Henry
the way Margaret has seduced Suffolk. This “bewitching”, as Shakespeare calls it, is the first use
of Margaret’s power we see throughout these plays.
As her character transitions from the first play to the second, Margaret begins to grow in
her powers, especially in her use of gender bending to gain power, politically and otherwise. The
trials she faces in II Henry VI sets up the progression of her character from foreign queen to
leader. It is in this play that Margaret shows her ability to blur gender as she utilizes both
masculine and feminine actions and qualities to obtain power. In this play, Margaret is portrayed
navigating a new country and court, while weaponizing her femininity to charm those around
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her. However, unlike I Henry VI, where femininity is her only weapon, in the second Henry VI
play, Margaret begins to show how a woman can blur gender, and wield masculinity to gain
power, using it against the men who believe a woman is incapable of such things.
In II Henry VI, Margaret’s power continues to grow, as she becomes queen to a king who
would rather not be ruler. She is seen as being “driven by self-interest and an elitist desire to
assert dominion over others” (Levine 83). It is in this play that Margaret best demonstrates
gender non-conformity by taking actions and using language that is deemed masculine, as well
as those that are labeled feminine to gain power. When Margaret is first presented to Henry at the
start of the play, Margaret enchants Henry much like she captivated Suffolk in I Henry VI. When
Suffolk reveals her to Henry, he exclaims, “Her sight did ravish, but her grace in speech, / Her
words y-clad with wisdom’s majesty, / Makes me from wond’ring fall to weeping joys, / Such is
the fullness of my heart’s content.” (1.1.32-35). Here, Margaret’s femininity is wielded as a
weapon, used both by herself and her lover, Suffolk, in order to captivate Henry. Margaret’s
beauty and speech enchant Henry from the start. Margaret and Suffolk use her femininity here to
blind Henry to their affair. Additionally, her inherent femininity and beauty allow Margaret to
hold some influence over Henry. That influence eventually grows throughout the tetralogy until
Margaret becomes the dominant, masculine force in their relationship and in the monarchy.
It is in this play that Margaret first displays the blurring of gender in regard to how she
begins to obtain real power within the Court. Margaret is instrumental in the violent plot to
murder Henry’s uncle and trusted advisor, the Duke of Gloucester. Typically, violence and
killing is “reserved as masculine sport, but here [in Act 3, Scene 3 of the play,] a bloody-minded
woman [Margaret,] appears as the court’s political centre” (Wagner 90). Killing is historically
aligned with war and battle, thus deeming it a masculine activity as women would not have
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fought in wars. Margaret however defies these gendered acts throughout the plays with her
participation in the violent murder of Gloucester being her first foray in gender bending.
In this play, Margaret also displays traditionally feminine means of power as she
vocalizes by cursing. These hexes are used as her means of expressing power because she has yet
to take command within the Lancastrian ranks. Margaret begins to curse in the second play of the
tetralogy. After Suffolk, Margaret’s lover, murders Gloucester, Henry’s uncle and trusted
advisor, Henry banishes Suffolk. Upon Henry’s departure from the scene, Margaret damns him:
Mischance and sorrow go along with you!
Heart’s discontent and sour affliction
Be playfellows to keep you company!
There’s two of you, the devil make a third,
And threefold vengeance tend upon your steps.
(II Henry VI 3.2.300-304)
The curse proves effective as Henry continues to become more depressed and forlorn. He retreats
from his own position of power, and his strength as a leader continuously diminishes. Margaret,
however, continues to amass power, and impose her will upon the realm.
Although she uses a traditionally feminine power in cursing her husband, Margaret
begins to become more masculine in the type of power she accumulates. It should be noted that,
after the death of her lover, Suffolk, Margaret begins to present with more masculine qualities, as
she loses part of her femininity; Suffolk and Margaret together used her femininity to enchant
Henry and others at Court, however without Suffolk, Margaret loses the part of herself that was
concerned with her own femininity. With Suffolk’s death Margaret forgoes those feminine acts
of seduction and cursing and blurs gender lines as she becomes more masculine. As Wagner
notes, “[…] her descent into the depravity that makes her capable of not only conspiracy but of
taking a physical hand in the cold-blooded murder of her enemies comes when Suffolk dies”
(91). Due to her lover’s death, the only powers which Margaret has the desire to wield are those
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typically assigned to men. With Suffolk’s decapitated head in her hand Margaret declares, “Oft
have I heard that grief softens the mind / And makes it fearful and degenerate; / Think therefore
on revenge, and cease to weep. / But who can cease to weep and look on this?” (II Henry VI
4.4.1-4). Margaret’s grief is abandoned and revenge takes its place.
With this change in Margaret comes another transition between the masculine and
feminine qualities Margaret inhabits. The loss of her love changes not only her outlook but
hardens her in the ways that the noblemen of the court are already hardened. In her article
entitled “Suffolk and Margaret: A Study of Some Sections of Shakespeare’s Henry VI”, Gwyn
William notes that “Margaret's nursing of the hewn-off head is a tribute unique in love stories.
His loss and the fuller realization of the unheroic qualities of her husband turn her into the
doomed and desperate warrior queen” (319). With this loss, Margaret hardens her heart, setting
aside the feminine power she holds and taking on the masculine power that Suffolk displayed to
protect her. She blurs gender lines as she leaves behind her cursing, and her innate femininity;
she relinquishes these weapons, instead arming herself with masculinity through her speech and
her actions to gain power. Margaret begins to take a prominent place in the Lancastrian ranks as
a leader who will guide her people into battle. In doing this, Margaret rebels against the
masculine power structure that has denied her, invading it through her seizure of power.
Margaret bends gender, abandoning her traditionally female powers in order to gain power
politically through more masculine means.
It is when York defeats the Lancastrian army at the end of II Henry VI that Margaret
begins to truly take on those masculine qualities that are traditionally associated with monarchial
power. By the end of the play, Margaret “[n]o longer [needs] to pretend that her aggression is
defensive [as she] fights to maintain the Crown for her husband and son” (Levine, 86). She
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utilizes aggression as a weapon to harm and kill instead of as a shield meant to protect. In the
closing of the play, Margaret emerges as a masculine figure in the Lancastrian ranks; she is a
fearless and pragmatic leader, commanding the Lancastrian army as they march forward to
London in order to protect Henry, and the throne. As Henry questions their chances of survival,
Margaret takes command, chastising Henry for his cowardice: “Away my Lord! You are slow;
for shame, away!” (5.2.72) and asking him, “What are you made of? You’ll nor fight nor fly. /
Now it is manhood, wisdom, and defense / to give the enemy way and to secure us” (5.2.74-76).
Here she takes control of the conversation, stating the plan to flee in order to secure the future of
the Lancastrian dynasty. She continues:
If you be ta'en, we then should see the bottom
Of all our fortunes; but if we haply scape,
As well we may, if not through your neglect,
We shall to London get, where you are loved,
And where this breach now in our fortunes made
May readily be stopped.
(II Henry VI 5.2.78-83).
Here, Margaret not only blurs gender roles, but she subverts her marriage as she takes the
dominant, masculine role away from Henry. In revealing the plan, and showing her keen
understanding of strategy, Margaret takes control of the situation, truly showing as masculine in
her language and her actions as she takes the reigns of the Kingdom from Henry.
The end of the second play sets up Margaret’s use of gender bending to defeat her
enemies. In the final Henry VI play, III Henry VI, Margaret is at the height of her power. In this
play she is most successful wielding both masculine qualities and feminine qualities that allow
her to be considered the ruler of the Lancastrians. It is here that Margaret uses her masculinity to
take down the noblemen around her who have not only underestimated her, but have demonized
her. She utilizes her ability to blur gender as a power, and employs masculinity better than the
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men in the play. However, when this ability fails her, she reverts to those feminine, witchlike
qualities that Joan had unknowingly passed on to Margaret.
In the third play of this tetralogy, Margaret begins to blur gender lines, transitioning from
the feminine power structure to the masculine power structure. She takes a more active role in
the Lancastrian ranks, spearheading Henry’s army. Shakespeare creates vivid imagery of
Margaret as the general, a stark contrast with the diminished monarch meant to be ruling the
Kingdom. Margaret does not conform to gender norms, and takes on the actions of a man,
significantly throughout III Henry VI. As Lee notes, historically “during the final years [of
Henry’s reign...] Margaret came to be regarded by most writers and possibly by most of her
husband's subjects, as the leader of the royal party. Accounts spoke of her army, mentioned her
whereabouts, and described her policy” (Lee 192). Not only does this demonstrate a woman
taking power that would typically be reserved for men, it shows how the perception of Margaret
changes as she moves from feminine means of power to typically masculine acts of power; the
fact that historical accounts as well as Shakespeare’s tetralogy speak of Margaret using terms
usually used to describe a king and his actions shows the change in how the public viewed
Margaret and her position in the monarchy. Shakespeare uses these descriptions throughout III
Henry VI, depicting Margaret as a gender bending character, and illustrating her power through a
masculine lens.
This can be seen within the first scene of the play when Margaret chides her husband for
declaring York as heir to the throne. In her first appearance in the play, Margaret “divorces”
herself, “Both from thy table, Henry, and thy bed” (III Henry VI 1.1.248). Margaret’s anger is
palpable, as she silences her husband; this depiction of Margaret shows the inverted power
structure between these two characters. Margaret shows herself as a powerful monarch,
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masculine, and in control of the Crown, while Henry takes a more submissive role, bending to
the will of Warwick and York, and taking the verbal beating from Margaret. Even when Henry
cries, “Stay, gentle Margaret, and hear me speak” (1.1.257), Margaret does not entreat him and
silences him saying, “Thou hast spoke too much already. Get thee gone” (1.1.258). Margaret
bends gender, appearing as the masculine force here, as Henry pleads with Margaret. Margaret
emasculates Henry, taking the power from him.
From the beginning of this play, Margaret’s blurring of gender gives her a heightened
power; she is depicted with a masculinity: giving orders, and intent on obtaining the power that
she believes is rightfully her son’s. Yes, this shows a maternal side of Margaret in that she is
fighting for her son’s birthright; however, her speech and the actions taken throughout this play
demonstrate a masculinity. When chiding Henry for accepting York as heir, she even goes as far
to say that “Had I been there, which am a silly woman, / The soldiers should have tossed me on
their pikes / Before I would have granted to that act” (1.1.243-245). In this way Margaret speaks
to her ability to transition between the masculine and the feminine. Before, when Margaret
displayed as a predominately feminine character, she would have given in to the will of York,
and done as Henry did. However, now that she has taken on a gender identity that aligns with
masculine characteristics, she claims she would have accepted death over this agreement that
was forged. This would have been the more masculine act, as granting York the title of heir
delegitimizes Henry’s reign, thus weakening himself and the throne.
In Act 2, Scene 2 of III Henry VI, Margaret further demonstrates her ability to gender
bend and use her masculinity to her advantage, again holding power over Henry. She subverts
their marriage, and their roles as king and queen, as she is shown forcing Henry to knight their
son, Prince Edward. She says, “Unsheathe your sword and dub him presently. / Edward, kneel
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down” (2.2.59-60), and, thus, Henry obeys. This reversal of roles is stark in that Margaret holds
the dominant power, usually reserved for men, and especially reserved for the King. Not only is
Henry shown in his increasingly diminished and feminine state, but Margaret’s power and
dominance continues to grow, showing not an acceptance of power, but her taking the power and
control of the Lancastrians as a leader.
The language which Margaret uses as well as her actions seen throughout the play show
Margaret’s ability to bend gender in regard to power. Margaret exhibits masculine prowess as the
general of the army, leading the men into battle. She herself leads what comes to be known as
her army, presenting as a calming force for her men. She takes command here, inhabiting the
role of a king instead of a queen and blurring the lines of gender. She is ruthless in some ways,
saying, “Ah, what a shame; ah, what a fault were this. / Say Warwick was our anchor: what of
that? / And Montague our topmast: what of him? / Our slaughtered friends the tackles: what of
these?” (5.4.12-15). Margaret’s words here show a general, callously throwing aside the idea of
fallen allies, saying that her men should not despair because these men are easily replaceable.
She goes on later in the speech to say, “In case some one of you would fly from us, / That there’s
no hoped-for mercy with the brothers/ […] ‘Twere childish weakness to lament or fear” (5.4.3538). This depiction of Margaret shows her to be a warrior; a far cry from the roles she is meant
to play as queen, mother and wife. Shakespeare shows Margaret as an active military leader in
the throngs of battle, but also a hardened general, intent on the destruction of York. Unlike when
she curses in the other history plays, this is a more active, masculine method of revenge.
Margaret’s ability to transition between the gendered forms of power is most apparent in
the violence she displays, specifically, her participation in York’s murder. Unlike her
participation in the murder of Gloucester in II Henry VI, Margaret is directly involved in the
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killing of York, an increase in the violence she is willingly apart of. In Act 1, Scene 4 of III
Henry VI, Margaret’s hatred shows in a ruthless act of mocking York with the death of his son,
Rutland, before having Clifford murder him. In this scene when Margaret first encounters the
captured York, she halts Clifford in killing him saying, “Hold valiant Clifford, for a thousand
causes / I would prolong a while the traitor’s life” (1.4.52-53). In these first few moments, we
see how by coming face to face with York, the ruthlessness of Margaret’s character begins to
show in the strongest way. She is violent and full of rage. She goes on later in a speech to taunt
him about his crusade to become king, and then mocks the death of his son. She says,
Or with the rest, where is your darling Rutland?
Look, York, I stained this napkin with the blood
That valiant Clifford with his rapier’s point
Made issue from the bosom of the boy;
And if thine eye can water for his death
I give thee this to dry thy cheeks withal
(III Henry VI 1.4.78-83).
In this speech, Margaret displays no maternal qualities. Shakespeare shows a woman without
sympathy, or even a conscience. She forsakes her traditional female qualities, embraces the
masculine qualities of a soldier, and uses her hatred as a weapon to use in the violent murder of
York.
Although York goes on to call Margaret a “She-wolf of France” (1.4.111), and says she
has a “[…] tiger’s heart wrapped in a woman’s hide,” (1.4.137), the power that she holds over
him in the moment of his death is another example of role reversal and Margaret’s gender
bending. Here Margaret embraces the violence, taking on the masculine role of conqueror and
murderer. Although Henry should be the one to lead this army, and exact his will as King, he
inhabits the feminine role, hiding away while Margaret leads the Lancastrians into battle and
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destroys their enemy, York. York takes on the feminine role here because he has lost all his
power, and later curses Margaret, an act that, as mentioned before, is predominately feminine.
Throughout the tetralogy, York has been the “active, driving, controlling male [and in the
end,] he is forced to see in himself as a powerlessness, helplessness, and [weak being], which he
was [accustomed to viewing as] feminine [characteristics]” (McGowan 191). Margaret has
appropriated these qualities from York, and blurred gender lines by doing so. York uses the
word ruthless later on in the scene to describe Margaret, a word that could easily be applied to
him (and his sons) throughout the tetralogy. At the moment of York’s demise, his powerlessness
only affords him the ability to curse, addressing a woman who now holds the weapons, as well as
the position of power that York once held himself. Margaret, in a gender bending, masculine act,
defies the role of queen, taking the powers held by both her husband and her enemy. It is here
that Margaret has completely blurred gender lines.
Shakespeare’s depiction of Margaret and her role in York’s death show a deep hatred and
brutality, especially as she stuffs the bloody handkerchief into York’s mouth. This is by far the
most ruthless action Margaret takes in the plays, forsaking feminine qualities and giving in to an
act of torture. As she calls Clifford “valiant” for killing Rutland, that act is less atrocious than the
action of essentially feeding York the blood of his child. As Kristen Smith notes, “Instead of
nurturing and protecting children [as a mother should…] Margaret murders Rutland and taunts
his father with his blood […] Margaret perverts the natural order and takes joy in York’s
suffering […]” (151). Throughout this work, Margaret continues to bend gender, setting aside
her femininity in favor of masculine acts and enjoying a surge of power. Later in the play she
fully embraces the masculine, throwing away her traditionally female role saying, “Tell him
[King Edward, York’s son] my mourning weeds are laid aside. / And I am ready to put armour
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on” (III Henry VI 3.3.229-230). She throws away her maternal garments in favor of armor, the
cold unyielding garment of men. Consequently, she effectively blurs gender, using this to her
advantage and allowing her to enjoy the powers of a man.
Despite this, by the end of III Henry VI, Margaret has been stripped of the masculinity
she embraced, and is left only with the feminine power to curse. She effectively makes a
transition from feminine, to masculine and back to feminine. After the murder of her son
Edward, Margaret begs for death. When Edward (York) decides not to kill her, Richard remarks,
“Why should she live to fill the world with words?” (5.5.44), signifying the significance of
Margaret’s use of speech, and noting that the only power she retains is the power to curse. She
damns the York brothers saying,
Butchers and villains! bloody cannibals!
How sweet a plant have you untimely cropp'd!
You have no children, butchers! if you had,
The thought of them would have stirr'd up remorse;
But, if you ever chance to have a child,
Look in his youth to have him so cut off
As, deathsmen, you have rid this sweet young Prince!
(III Henry VI 5.5.61-67)
This curse does come to fruition (as do most of the curses in the tetralogy because they predict
known historical events), and it shows the power of her language, the power Richard is wary of.
In this, Margaret finally showcases her inheritance from Joan; here Margaret shows the feminine
power of cursing that Joan showcased in I Henry VI. Additionally, this is where Margaret, in
lamenting her son’s death, truly acknowledges her own maternity. Despite her previous violent
acts in which Margaret foregoes her maternal sensibility for the sake of power, here Margaret
utilizes her maternity. It is in this moment that the gender bending in taking on the masculine has
failed Margaret. Despite the dominance and violence, Margaret’s masculinity does not protect
her; in fact, it betrays her. In killing Edward, and forcing Margaret to face her femininity and
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maternity, Shakespeare makes it clear that a woman’s attempts to become a dominant political
force by masculine means is a failure. This is generally seen as commentary on women taking
the throne, as this was written during the reign of Elizabeth I. Moving away from the masculine,
and back to the feminine, Margaret turns to the use of cursing. Margaret’s final words in the play
are: “So come to you and yours as to this Prince!” (5.5.82). The epithet proves rather effective in
that all of the York children suffer untimely deaths or grief, with the exception of Richard. For
example, Clarence's children are not killed, but they are so concealed that they are essentially
nonexistent. Just as Joan’s curses proved to be powerful so do Margaret’s. This final curse of
hers leads to the events of the final play in the tetralogy: Richard III.
In the final play, Margaret is seen at her weakest in regard to her position of power.
However, she is far from weak in her use of the feminine power of cursing. Margaret blurs the
lines of gender one last time, reverting to the feminine when the masculine has failed her.
Throughout the reign of Edward II, and then Richard’s grab for the throne, Margaret becomes a
device for Shakespeare as she becomes the prophetic fallen queen. It is here where the cyclical
effect of Joan’s curse comes to fruition with Margaret’s final and lasting curse. This hex which
Margaret delivers at the beginning of the play prophesizes the end of these histories, and paves
the way for the start of the Tudor dynasty.
As Richard had warned in the previous play, Margaret’s words fill the world, intent on
the doom of the York dynasty. As Eggert notes, “In Richard III, Margaret [...] becomes [...] a
creature entirely of language--one who is able only to curse-- [...] doomed always to be right but
never to be heeded” (70). Margaret’s entrance in Richard III is not only significant for the play,
but startling. Historically, Margaret would not have been in England during Richard’s reign,
making her appearance in this play unprecedented. In this play, Margaret’s role has changed; she
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is no longer a main figure, but is used as a devise to further the play, and serve as a predictive
force. She has “[i]n her old age, […] stepped down from the platform of the virago, and taken up
the mantle of the hag, complete with the bitter wisdom that her history and experience have
brought her” (McGowan 168). The witchy qualities and sexist ideas that were applied to Joan are
now given to Margaret as she takes on this stereotypical role of hag and uses Joan’s inheritance
of cursing to destroy her enemies.
As previously stated, witches and cursing are gendered as predominantly female. The
audience of Shakespeare’s time would have been very familiar with this type of character, as
“[f]or the playwrights and the public, witchcraft in general [...was] a topic of unceasing
conversation. Everybody knew some old hag who was reputed to be a witch; there were
prosecutions for witchcraft [...and] the facts of witchcraft might not become stale and dull [...]”
(Herrington 469). Witches were feminine “role models” for women to judge themselves against
(Jackson 72). The witch was the opposite of a good wife: she was entirely independent and not
reliant on men and she asserted her own powers, (sexual and otherwise). She was a symbol of
warning to women as the evils of femininity. The witch as a subject of public interest and
discussion had been active for at least several decades before the tetralogy. As Herrington notes,
“The whole group of conjurers, wise women and witches was thoroughly familiar. […] portraits
of such persons in literature were sure to be readily recognized and understood” (470). Just as
Joan had previously inhabited this role, Margaret takes on the title of witch. She is most
famously appointed “Foul wrinkled witch” (Richard III 1.3.163). By deeming Margaret, a “[f]oul
wrinkled witch”, Richard “[…] endows her role with an implied power” (Mason 25). This gives
Margaret’s curse a weight that bears down on the play’s plot.
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In Shakespeare’s plays, the speaker of a curse uses their audience’s imagination to bring
forth vivid imagery and strong emotions that go along with them (Greenblatt 30). This brings the
hex into reality as it leads those whom these curses are hurled upon into believing these words to
hold some truth. In his essay, “Shakespeare Bewitched”, Stephen Greenblatt states:
Witchcraft provided Shakespeare with a rich source of imaginative energy,
[…] upon which he could draw to achieve powerful theatrical effects. But a
dramatist could only achieve these effects […] if this energy [was]
conjured [by the] liveliness that comes when metaphors are set in action,
when things are put vividly before the mind’s eye, when language
achieves visibility.
(Greenblatt 122).
In Richard III, Margaret’s curse holds significant power; it legitimizes the plot of the play, and it
would have added the appealing sense of the supernatural that Elizabethan audiences found
alluring. In “Jacobean Witchcraft and Feminine Power”, Stephanie Spoto notes that within a text,
“if the witches foretell the future it is possible that they control the future actions of the
protagonist or by persuasion influence [them] to carry out their mysterious wills” (53). Margaret
and her epithet do just that: give agency to her curse. All of this was in spite of the historical
inaccuracy of Margaret’s existence within the play because according to historians Margaret had
been exiled back to France at this point in time (Mason 26-27). By including Margaret,
Shakespeare has a character whom can offset Richard as Margaret does not fear him, but equals
him in many ways. Additionally, bringing Margaret into this play allows the feminine power of
cursing to be legitimized within the world of the play, as it becomes the device by which the plot
is furthered.
When Margaret appears on stage she is, “husbandless, childless, and homeless […] for
she returns from emotionally sterile exile in France to the England which banished her—she
should be powerless, but she is not” (McGowan 337). Despite how far she has fallen, and the
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masculine power she has lost with the deaths of her husband and son, the feminine act of cursing
that she displays at the beginning of this play holds significant weight. The gender blurring that
Margaret has exhibited throughout the plays gives her language true power here as she is able to
use traditionally feminine speech to inflict harm. Margaret heaves curses upon the nobility who
have betrayed her. Her witchlike state represents “a female power that disturbs predominant
societal norms” (Spoto 66). When Margaret begins her curse, she cries to the heavens to “give
way […] to [her] quick curses” (Richard III 1.3.192), then aims her curse at those who have
betrayed her in some fashion. This curse sets up the tragedies that befall the nobility in the play.
Margaret’s curse connects her and her suffering with those whom she is cursing. The curses in
these plays which come from the female nobility have the ability to either “bring a country
together or bring it to its knees” (Stavreva 153). In the tetralogy, cursing is used to do the latter
and Queen Margaret’s power of using language as a deadly weapon plays perfectly into this.
This curse recalls other curses thrust upon Margaret throughout the tetralogy, and transfers her
suffering onto others as an act of revenge. For example, when Margaret addresses Elizabeth she
says,
If not by war, by surfeit die your king,
As ours by burder to make him a king.
[to Queen Elizabeth] Edward thy son, which now is Prince of Wales,
For Edward my son, which was Prince of Wales,
Die in his youth by like untimely violence.
Thyself a queen, for me that was a queen,
Outlive thy glory, like my wretched self.
Long mayst thou live to wail thy children’s loss,
And see another, as I see thee now,
Decked in thy rights, as thou art stalled in mine.
Long die thy happy days before thy death,
And, after many lengthened hours of grief,
Die neither mother, wife, nor England’s queen.
(Richard III 1.3.193-205)
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In this curse, Margaret addresses her own losses: losing the title of wife, mother, and queen
through the violence that has permeated these plays, and curses Elizabeth with the same fate.
Margaret draws upon York’s curse of her in III Henry VI, as she has fallen so low and has
nothing but words to yield as a weapon. Nevertheless, these words give her the power to destroy
and subjugate those whom have wronged her.
Margaret continues, directing her curse at the men whom have persecuted her. She begins
with the noblemen who betrayed her and Henry, which led to the death of her son. She says,
Rivers and Dorset, you were standers by,
And so wast thou, Lord Hastings, when my son
Was stabbed with bloody daggers. God, I pray Him,
That none of you may live your natural age,
But by some unlooked accident cut off.
(Richard III 1.3.206-210)
Finally, Margaret comes to Richard. Although Richard dismisses any power her language may
hold, belittling her curse, Margaret’s curse holds in its predictive power, as Richard later falls.
To Richard, Margaret says,
If heaven have any grievous plague in store
Exceeding those that I can wish upon thee,
Oh, let them keep it till thy sins be ripe,
And then hurl down their indignation
On thee, the troubler of the poor world's peace.
The worm of conscience still begnaw thy soul.
Thy friends suspect for traitors while thou livest,
And take deep traitors for thy dearest friends.
No sleep close up that deadly eye of thine,
Unless it be whilst some tormenting dream
Affrights thee with a hell of ugly devils.
(Richard III 1.3.213-223)
This curse brings the Yorkist dynasty to its knees, clearing the path for the Tudor dynasty
to begin. Even though she holds no legitimate supremacy (power which is defined by
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masculinity), Margaret uses the feminine authority of cursing to destroy her enemies. Although
not all her predictive curses come true (for example, Elizabeth does not lose all her children),
many characters in the play refer to this curse coming to fruition as one by one those Margaret
has cursed come to an untimely end or suffer severe loss. Queen Elizabeth calls upon Margaret
to teach her how to curse and begs, “O thou, well skilled in curses, stay awhile / And teach me
how to curse mine enemies” (4.4.110-111). Here Elizabeth acknowledges Margaret’s ability in
wielding this feminine power, begging Margaret to pass on that ability to her. Additionally,
Hastings refers to this curse just before his death, acknowledging the power of Margaret’s
language: “O Margaret, Margaret, now thy heavy curse / Is lighted on poor Hastings’ wretched
head” (3.4.97-98). The fact that these characters refer to Margaret’s curse throughout the play
shows that Shakespeare wanted to uphold the feminine power of Margaret’s prophesies. Part of
Richard’s downfall is his unwillingness to acknowledge the power of Margaret’s curse, despite
the fact that the truth of her language occurs around him throughout the play. By failing to
acknowledge the power wielded in this feminine act of cursing, and by ignoring the curse she
places upon him, Richard’s downfall is ultimate.
Margaret’s ability to bend gender is unparalleled in Shakespeare’s first tetralogy. Her
sheer existence throughout all four plays is singular, and her ability to blur gender, using both
masculine and feminine language and actions and wielding this as a power is distinctive of her
character. She successfully navigates the world of nobility for the majority of the tetralogy by
utilizing both the feminine and masculine qualities that Shakespeare embeds in her. He focuses
on Margaret’s attempt to seize power by means of both masculine violence in the murders in
which she participates, as well as the cursing language she uses against her enemies (Lee 192).
Margaret uses her femininity, cursing, political savvy and militaristic abilities to obtain power
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throughout the plays, and seize dominance of the realm. With the character being performed by
men, emulating Margaret at different stages of her life, and showing her ability to bend gender at
her will, the importance and magnitude of Margaret’s range of femininity and masculinity is
heightened. Throughout his first tetralogy Shakespeare upholds the patriarchal ideal that men
should maintain the dominant power, and in Margaret he shows what many believed to be the
dangers of a woman in a position of power. However, Shakespeare also acknowledges the power
that a woman can hold, even without the power to rule. Without her ability to blur gender lines
and bend gender, her chances of survival are diminished. Although Margaret eventually falls and
is stripped of her power within the Kingdom, she retains her ability to curse, preserving a
semblance of power even as she has lost the titles of wife, mother and queen. It is Margaret’s
ability to blur gender that gives her true power.
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